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Abstract
The concept of sustainable housing has considered the urgency to support
the sustainable environment in an integrative way. This concept is related
to several main principles include environmental, social, and economic
sustainability. In practice, these principles translated into the fundamental
of housing choice, both process and product choices. In many peri-urban
areas, current house construction tends to imitate city houses with massive
concrete structures equipped with air conditioning that caused high energy
consumption. The Center for Rural Empowerment team of ITB built a
prototype of an eco-friendly house in Haurgombong village, Sumedang,
West Java. The house has two floors building on a 7x5 m2 land site. The
first floor was renovated from the existing toilet rooms and develop into a
two-floor house. The second floor was built using the local wood material.
The wood material has been obtaining from the trees of seven years old
beechwood (Gmelina Arborea) planted in the garden. The envelope
material for this house was constructed from local and common material in
rural or peri-urban context, the lightweight fiberglass for the roof of
common room, and the transparent fiber materials for the roof of secondfloor terrace to make the plantation at this area can easily receive the
sunlight. This house is also can be regarded as a prototype of an
earthquake-resistant house. The lighting factor, temperature, and airflow
settings are made naturally. Besides, this house has also equipped with a
rainwater storage system and greywater treatment using a small,
constructed wetland that allows the treated water used for watering gardens
and fishponds. The budget spent to build this house was as low as possible
so that the surrounding community can imitate the building for their house
and disseminate eco-friendly housing.
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INTRODUCTION
Housing is one of the biggest contributors to the emission of environmentally damaging gases
such as carbon dioxide, methane and carbon monoxide [1, 2, 3]. The existence of this gas will
encourage faster global warming if its existence is not controlled [4][5]. Along with the progress
of the Indonesian nation, the need for environmentally friendly housing prototypes supporting
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sustainable housing, in the term of energy efficiency and integrated with water utility systems,
livestock and agriculture on site is essential.
Sustainable housing has described as a house and residential neighborhood that considers
several concepts includes:
(i) meet an aspect of health, durable, safe, and secure status (like from eviction);
(ii) affordable in term of social economy;
(iii) using local building materials and ecological technologies;
(iv) resilient in dealing with natural disasters and the impacts of climate change;
(v) connected to safe and affordable energy, water, sanitation, and utilities/facilities;
(vi) use of energy and water efficiently and are equipped with renewable/recycle energy,
electricity and water;
(vii) minimize pollution to the environment and is protected from environmental pollution;
(viii) (viii) well connected to the workplace, commerce, health care and children's education,
and other services;
(ix) integrated and able to improve the social, cultural, and economic structure in the
surrounding environment and a wider urban area; and
(x) well managed and maintained until the housing renovation phase [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
Those concepts could be concluded in the term of eco-friendly housing as the balancing of health
aspect, adaptive in process and affordability into the maintenance and renewal process of housing
aspect. From those concepts, as shown in Figure 1, it is identified two key principles to build a
prototype of eco-friendly housing. The first principle is the sense of social-economic and
environmental sustainability. The second one about the fundamental aspect of housing choice is
the freedom to build for everyone in terms of process and product term. Therefore, it is essential to
develop a prototype for the community in rural and peri-urban to build environmentally friendly
houses as part of together awareness and effort to reduce environmental pollution.
MATERIAL AND METHOD
Eco-friendly Concept and Housing Choice in Term of Process and Product
A sustainable home affects social, economic and environmental sustainability. A sustainable
home is aimed at (i) improving the quality of life and the dignity of residence, (ii) increasing access
to affordable housing, (iii) improve health and reduce mortality and material loss, and increase
labor productivity better, (iv) ensuring better conditions for human development, employment,
creativity and economic growth, (v) increased durability and lower maintenance costs, (vi)
protection against the dangers of natural disasters, (vii) improve efficiency and save the use of
energy, water and other physical resources, (viii) improved environmental protection and sanitary
conditions, (ix) contribute to climate adaptation and mitigation; and (x) promote more sustainable
and socially inclusive urban growth; and social cohesion and political stability [6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14].
The next main principle is in terms of freedom of choice in both processes and products. The
relationship between social, economic, and environmental sustainability in a sustainable home
cannot be separated from one another. This can depend on the existence of a house seen from the
choice of side of the house as a process and the house as a product that affects each other. The
housing process covers aspects of Planning, Design, Construction, Operations. Then the choice of
housing products covers the aspects of physical, spatial, cultural and economic characteristics [6,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18].
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Figure 1. The principles of eco-friendly housing

Method
The methodology to conduct this study is research by design or action research that combines
interdisciplinary aspect in the team such as architecture, civil engineering, life science, and
bioengineering. There are several steps, including 1) Site identification and analysis, including
determination of material, a system of building and site plan, and utility system for water, electricity
and waste management; 2) Design phase that considers minimizing the land use for the buildable
area, maximize the local material, such as using wood material in the site (Gmelina Arborea) that
has been in consumption phase; bamboo wall from a local market, etc.); lower cost (local material,
minimize transportation of material source and local worker); incremental and gradual
development; and light structure for the second floor as consideration of adaptive structure for
earthquake sensitivity; 3) Building or construction phase that considers affordable; local worker;
flexible schedule and 4) Monitoring and evaluation phase.
Analysis and Design
The analysis and design process considers the choice of product and the choice of process. The
choice of a product consists of the choice of building product (system and material) and the choice
of utilities and facilities system.
a. The choice of product
Building products to be built can be selected based on the combination of building materials
available around the construction site, from the selection of materials for building structures, wall
coverings, and roof coverings. The choice of materials that can be used as a building structure
includes materials made from wood and iron. For wall coverings, materials to choose from include
wood, booths (woven bamboo), and plaster bricks. Meanwhile, for roof coverings, the materials to
choose from are clay-based tiles and galvalume.
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Provision of utility system products and facilities can be selected based on the existing system,
the procurement of new utility systems and facilities, or a combination of the existing system with
the new procurement system. The systems implemented include clean water systems, wastewater
systems, and gas-electrical systems.
b. The choice of process
Three process options can be used, including building a house that is done independently,
mutual cooperation (gotong royong system), and the procurement of 3rd party service contracts
(local workers) to construct a house. The scope of development carried out through the choice of
the house construction process includes land preparation, procurement of structural and
architectural materials, procurement of clean water systems, wastewater systems, and electrical
systems.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The implemented concept for eco-friendly housing prototype building on ITB research garden
laboratory at Haurgombong Village, Sumedang Regency, West Java Province, includes building
and utility system. For the building concept, the main implemented aspects are:
(i)
The building renovated from the existing toilet rooms (2x3 meter square) was built in
2007 with funding from LAPI ITB.
(ii)
This building will have functioned as a prayer room, library, a place to stay for
researchers or students who need several days of observation.
(iii) The wood material has been obtained from the trees of seven years old beechwood
(Gmelina Arborea) planted in the garden.
(iv)
The foundation and column structure on the ground floor uses reinforced concrete.
For the implemented utilities and site that eco-friendly based, it is conducted several aspects:
(i)
a rainwater collection installation equipped with a filter and sedimentation system.
(ii)
Gray water system that collected in 3 tiered ponds for cleaning in a phytoremediation
system with various aquatic plants, then in the third pond fish. Besides, this water also
can be used as a water reserve for watering plants.
(iii) The house has been designed by optimizing air circulation and natural lighting to reduce
electricity for daylighting.
(iv)
The fiberglass material used for some roofs as a source of lighting for plants planted
hydroponically at the second-floor area.
(v)
The fuel source for the kitchen will be integrated with the biogas installation installed.
The distance between the house and the existing biogas installation is about 20 meters.
(vi)
In the future, small-scale solar cell panels will be installed as a pilot project.
In Figure 2, there is the house site concept illustration. The area for building as minimize as
possible attachment is proposed, and there are three ponds: wet water treatment pond (WWTP)
Pond 1, WWTP Pond 2 and fishpond at the first-floor plan. There are a common room and balcony
on the second-floor plan, and there is a mezzanine floor for the bedroom.
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Figure 2. The eco-friendly house site concept

There is some photo documentation of the construction or implementation phase, as depicted in
Figure 3. Start from site preparation on July 2020, the structural phase for foundation-beam and
column construction, the total structure until roof structure builds up, and the stair construction
until the coverage wall from bamboo material is done on 17th November 2020. There is also
documentation of fishpond construction, the two drum for rainwater harvesting, and the cow
manure/dung reservoir to process and produce biogas. The total cost for the building, pond and
utilities was approximately around 25 million rupiahs. On 19th November, this house was launched
by ITB vice director of research and community service institution. There is the full team
researcher, invited community and the final building figure. The community surrounding this
facility could come, join several activities, and hopefully imitate this housing prototype.
For this action research, there are some implemented principles related to the ecological friendly
system. Overall, the total of the implemented principles could be seen in Table 1.
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Figure 3. The implementation of eco-friendly housing
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Table 1. The Choice Scheme of Implemented Eco-friendly Housing
The choice of product
Description
Wood

Structure
Concrete

Steel

Wood

Wall
Bamboo
panel

Brick

Clay
Tile

Roof
Light
Galvalume
panel

First floor
SecondMezzanine floor
Existing utility system

New utility system

Water system
Integrated of “WWTP” and fishpond
system

Greywater
system
Electrical system
Gas system

Combination system
Integrated existing system with
rainwater harvesting

Integrated with cow-dung recycle

The choice of process
Independent/Self-help

Mutual-cooperation

Third party system/
local worker

Land
Material
Workers
Utility system
Note: the grey area is the implemented scheme in this study

CONCLUSION
There are some key-points as lesson learned, including: 1) The need of smart site identification
and analysis like potential mapping of local material, local system of building and site plan, and
sustainability/circular utilities for energy, water, waste; 2) The need of integrated discipline for
housing design perspective; such as concept to minimize the land use for buildable area, the
adaptive concept for Earthquake sensitive; to maximize the local material especially wood and
bamboo; that should be integrated with cycles program for wood tree from seed, growth and
consumption phase; to lowering building cost (local material, minimize transportation of material
source and local worker) and to make big opportunity for user for incremental and gradual
development; and 3) The need of freedom to build as community choice for product and process
this include sense of affordability, local worker and possibility of “gotong royong” system, and to
open possibility of flexible schedule for housing system.
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